Introduction
There is a growing interest in the use of membrane wings, particularly for Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) because of their light weight as well as passive shape adaptation (Shyy et al., 1999; Lian et al., 2003) . MAVs typically operate at Reynolds numbers below 10 5 , where unfavorable aerodynamic characteristics such as low lift, flow separation, leading-edge separation bubbles and unsteadiness present major problems. Studies of fixed-wing membrane
MAVs have been carried out recently. It was found that membrane wings can significantly improve longitudinal static stability Stanford et al., 2007) , provide more favorable lift-to-drag ratio (Shyy et al., 1999; Lian et al., 2003; Stanford et al., 2008) , and delay stall (Lian et al., 2003) . Even membrane skin with low degree of compliance can have substantial effects on the aerodynamic performance.
Early studies concentrated on two-dimensional membrane airfoils. Several studies employed the potential flow theory to solve an equation for two-dimensional sails in equilibrium and steady conditions (Newman and Low, 1984; Greenhalgh et al., 1984; Newman, 1987; and Jackson and Christie, 1987) . Later work by Shyy (1995, 1996) studied the same problem for steady laminar flow and turbulent flow. It was found that the potential flow theory can only be sufficient for inextensible membranes with small camber and incidence. For larger cambers and incidences, viscous effects and flow separation need to be considered.
Unsteady fluid-structure interactions and flow-induced vibrations of the membrane airfoils were not considered in these early studies. Recent work undertaken at the University of Bath using a nominally two-dimensional membrane airfoil demonstrated that flexibility creates strong coupling of membrane oscillation and unsteady separated flow (Rojratsirikul et al., 2009 ).
In a subsequent study, the effect of pre-strain and excess length on the same membrane airfoil configuration was explored experimentally (Rojratsirikul et al., 2010a) . The close coupling between vortex shedding and membrane response was also demonstrated in simulations by Gordnier (2009) . Figure 1 taken from previous work (Rojratsirikul et al., 2010a) shows the power spectra of the membrane vibrations as a function of angle of attack at different freestream velocities. This plot reveals the band of dominant frequencies at which vibrations occur for each incidence. It is seen that the vibration occurs at certain modes corresponding to the natural frequency of the membrane and its harmonics, and generally at the second mode at post-stall incidences. The cross symbols superimposed on the same figure are the shedding frequencies in the wake of an equivalent rigid cambered airfoil, which are measured by hot-wire anemometry at the corresponding freestream velocity and angle of attack. This figure suggests that the membrane vibrations might be coupled with the first harmonic of the natural vortex shedding frequency at high incidences. This is perhaps not surprising as several flow control studies revealed the vortex lock-in phenomenon for airfoils in post-stall regime (Wu et al., 1999; Miranda et al., 2005) when the excitation frequency is equal to the natural frequency of vortex shedding in the wake and its harmonics. The dashed line in Figure 1 is a curve fit to the data, which yields a modified Strouhal number based on the projection distance:
This knowledge can be used in designing membrane wings to exploit the vortex lock-in phenomenon, since it was shown that the membrane oscillations excite the separated shear layer and delay the stall compared to a rigid cambered airfoil. Hence this is a potential passive flow control method using flexibility.
Relevant to more practical MAV applications, recent studies focused on the threedimensional membrane wings. Song et al. (2008) conducted experiments on low aspect ratio (AR = 0.9, 1.4, and 1.8) rectangular membrane wings. They observed vibration modes, which appeared predominantly in the chordwise direction with small variations in the spanwise direction. The membrane natural frequencies were predicted well by using the linear elastic theory and estimated tension from the mean deformation (although Song et al. adjusted the value of the pre-strain significantly). Our predictions based on the linear theory (Rojratsirikul et al., 2009 (Rojratsirikul et al., , 2010a ) differed significantly (as much as by a factor of 2 of the measured frequencies), which we believe highlights the nonlinear effects for the fluid-structure interaction. Nevertheless, for the low aspect ratio rectangular membrane wings, the main features of the vibrations appear to be similar to those of two-dimensional airfoils. These are: i) predominantly chordwise vibration modes, ii) specific number (order) of the modes, iii) increasing mode numbers with increasing freestream velocity, and iv) the observations of the second mode at higher incidences.
In fact, even the Strouhal number corresponding to the dominant frequency is similar (as an example, fc/U ∞ ≈ 0.8 for α = 24° in Song et al., which compares well with the data in Figure 1 ).
As discussed earlier, we suggest that there is a coupling between the membrane vibrations and wake instabilities, and that membrane vibrations occur at the natural frequencies close to the harmonics of wake instabilities. One wonders if this is also true for low aspect ratio wings. It is known that vortex shedding from bluff bodies becomes weaker as the aspect ratio is reduced, but does not disappear (Bearman, 1984) . Fail et al. (1959) tested low aspect ratio flat plates normal to the freestream and detected vortex shedding in the wake even for aspect ratio of unity. Although there are some studies on the effect of aspect ratio for bluff bodies (Vickery, 1968; Wootton, 1986) , we have found no systematic/detailed studies for low aspect ratio wings.
The only exception is the numerical study of Taira and Colonius (2009) , who reported evidence of periodic vortex shedding behind low aspect ratio (AR = 1 to 4) rectangular wings at extremely low Reynolds numbers of Re = 300 and 500. In contrast, we are interested in larger Reynolds numbers in the range of Re = 10 000 to 100 000, which are more realistic for fixed wing micro air vehicles. In the present study, we have measured the vortex shedding frequency in the wake of low aspect ratio (AR= 1 and 2) flat plate wings at low Reynolds numbers (less than 10 5 ), and compared with available data for higher aspect ratio wings and nominally two-dimensional airfoils. We also measured the unsteady deformation of a rectangular membrane wing with AR=2 and compared the vibration frequencies with those from the wake measurements of the rigid wing. For completeness we also provided the time-averaged flow and turbulence intensity obtained from the time-accurate PIV measurements.
Experimental apparatus and methods

Models
The experiments were carried out in a low-speed, closed-loop open-jet wind tunnel with a circular working section of 760 mm in diameter, located at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath. The wing model tested was a rectangular wing with aspect ratio of AR = 2, and a chord length of c = 68.8 mm (main dimensions are shown in Figure 2 ). The wing was composed of a rigid frame and an attached membrane. The rigid frame was made from stainless steel, manufactured to have an airfoil-shape cross-section with the sharp edge pointing inwards as shown in Figure 2 . The membrane was made from a black latex rubber sheet with a thickness of t = 0.2 mm, Young's modulus of E = 2.2 MPa, and density of ρ m = 1 gr/cm 3 . The wing with its support was attached to a rod, which was attached to two circular plates and end plates as shown in Figure 3 . The whole set-up was placed in the open section of the wind tunnel.
The circular plates were used to adjust the angle of attack and the distance between the end plates was 450 mm.
The experiments were conducted over angles of attack ranging from α = 0° to post-stall incidences, and freestream velocities of U ∞ = 5, 7.5, and 10 m/s, which correspond to Reynolds numbers based on the chord length of Re = 24 300, 36 500, and 48 700, respectively. The aeroelastic parameter, П 1 = (Et/qc) 1/3 , used by Shyy (1995, 1996) has a value of П 1 = 7.51, 5.73, and 4.73 respectively. A rigid wing was also manufactured in an effort to make a comparison with membrane wings. The rigid flat-plate wing was made of 1 mm thick stainless steel.
Deformation measurements
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system was used to measure the membrane displacements. DIC is a non-intrusive full-field measurement technique (Peters and Ranson, 1982; Chu et al., 1985) , which employs a correlation method to measure deformation on the surface of an object. The underlying principle is to track the deformation of grey value pattern applied to the surface by capturing consecutive images and then calculate the displacement field of the specimen. Two pre-calibrated CCD cameras acquire the speckling patterns when no load is applied to the specimen, referred to as a reference image. The cameras then acquire the patterns after loading, and the analysis finds a region that maximizes a normalized crosscorrelation function corresponding to a small subset or facet of the reference images. The coordinates of the reference frame are then transformed to coordinates within the deformed image.
The present experiment employed 3-D digital image correlation which allows the measurement of all three surface displacement fields simultaneously. Two calibrated and synchronized cameras (FASTCAM SA1.1, Photron 192.168 .0.11 lens: Nikon AF NIKKOR24
24-85mm 1:2.8-4 D) were mounted above and behind the set-up, looking from a different viewing angle (as shown in Figure 3 ). Two floodlights were used to illuminate the model. The cameras captured images at a rate of 1500 frames per second, corresponding to exposure time of 0.667 ms, producing sequences of 1500 instantaneous deformation fields over 1 second.
The commercial software package VIC3D2007 was used for the analysis of the digital images obtained. The subset size (or correlation window size) varied from 17-21 pixels, and the grid step from 4-6 pixels, resulting in an effective grid size around 1% of the chord length in these experiments. The uncertainty of the deformation measurements in the out-of-plane direction is estimated to be 0.04% of the chord length. Typical data consist of the geometry of the surface in discrete coordinates and the corresponding displacements. Post-processing within the software involved transformation of coordinates to define the chordwise direction and calculation of the out-of-plane displacement. Final post-processing was complemented in MATLAB to calculate mean displacement (z), extract the maximum value (z max ), calculate standard deviation (z sd ) and find the maximum value (z sd,max ).
Force measurements
A load cell was used to make direct force measurements in the normal direction to the chordline. The calibration was performed by loading the load cell with known weights.
Calibration was repeated before each set of experiments to ensure consistency. Sets of data chosen at random were repeated. The force data was collected at a sampling frequency of 3000
Hz over 20 seconds. The normal force coefficient is given by
The measurement uncertainty for the normal force coefficient is estimated to be 2%. The estimate was based on the standard uncertainty calculations such as Kline-McClintock method (Kline and McClintock, 1953) .
Velocity measurements
Quantitative flow measurements were undertaken using Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV). A pair of pulsed mini Nd: YAG lasers with a maximum energy output of 120 mJ per pulse was used to illuminate the desired plane. The laser sheet was placed parallel to the freestream flow in the wing symmetry plane as shown in Figure 4 . A combination of cylindrical and spherical lenses was used to adjust both the thickness and the width of the laser sheet. Images were captured using an 8-bit TSI PowerView 4M CCD camera, placed perpendicular to the laser sheet, with a resolution of 2048×2048 pixels and a maximum capture rate of 7.5 frames per second, producing 3.75 frames per second in the cross-correlation mode. Hot-wire measurements were conducted for spectral analysis of the velocity fluctuations in the wake of the rigid wing. These measurements were taken with a single hot-wire probe located at one chord-length and two chord-lengths distances from the trailing-edge. The location of the probe was traversed across the wake, and the velocity spectra were calculated for each location. These measurements were also performed for a lower aspect ratio wing with AR = 1 in order to investigate the effects of the aspect ratio. away from the surface for the rigid wing, while the flow on the membrane wing is separated but the shear layer remains close to the surface. It is also seen that at this angle of attack, with increasing freestream velocity to U ∞ = 10 m/s, the shear layer for the membrane wing is getting closer to the wing surface while the camber of the wing increases. The effect of increasing freestream velocity is consistent with the previous work for two-dimensional membrane airfoils (Rojratsirikul et al., 2009 (Rojratsirikul et al., , 2010a . The separated shear layer moves further away from the surface with increasing angle of attack to α = 23 o for all wings. Again, the separation region is largest for the rigid wing, and smallest for the membrane wing with U ∞ = 10 m/s. For the latter, the closed streamline pattern (recirculation region) is seen over the wing surface, while it is located further downstream for the lower freestream velocity, and even further away from the trailing edge for the rigid wing. Figure 8 shows the turbulence intensity corresponding to the velocity fields illustrated in and mode of the membrane vibrations as shown in our previous work. In the present paper this aspect will be discussed later on.
Results
Time-Averaged Deformation
Normal force coefficient
For completeness, the variation of the time-averaged normal force coefficient is shown as a function of angle of attack in Figure 9 for the membrane and rigid rectangular wings at different freestream velocities. The slope of the normal force coefficient is nearly linear until the stall. The flexible membrane wings have higher slopes than the rigid wing, and the stall angles are only slightly affected. With increasing free stream velocity, the stall angle becomes smaller.
These favorable larger slopes are not unexpected as the induced wing camber increases with increasing angle of attack. However, the corresponding increase in the camber alone does not explain the significant increase in the force slope. It was shown by Rojratsirikul et al. (2010b) that the vortex lift due to the tip vortices contributes significantly to the total lift. With increasing membrane deformation, stronger tip vortices develop, which increase the lift slope further. The membrane wings tested in the present experiments exhibit the largest C n slope for the largest camber. At the highest freestream velocity, U ∞ = 10 m/s, the membrane wing reaches the highest maximum normal force coefficient C n,max of approximately 1.26, which is about 1.5 times that of the rigid wing.
As noted earlier, the rigid wing was a flat-plate, and did not have the mount in comparison with the membrane wings. The effect of the mount, which theoretically may induce an effective camber, is negligibly small. This can be seen from the force measurements for the lowest free stream velocity (U ∞ = 5 m/s). At very small incidences, the membrane deformation is very small and the shape is close to a flat plate. The force data agree very well with that of a flat plate as seen in Figure 9 . This justifies the use of a flat plate for the rigid case.
Unsteady deformation
Magnitudes of standard deviation (z sd ) of membrane displacement in the z-direction normalized by the chord length are plotted in Figure 10 . At high incidences, where the second mode is always observed, the Strouhal numbers are in a similar range with those of the two-dimensional membrane airfoils (Rojratsirikul et al., 2010a) as shown in Figure 1 . For two-dimensional membrane airfoils, the oscillation in this range suggests the coupling with the vortex shedding in the wake.
Frequency of vortex shedding from rigid wing
We found the vortex shedding frequency from the dominant frequency in the spectra of the velocity fluctuations in the wake of the rigid flat-plate wings (AR = 1 and 2). The location of the hot-wire probe was varied in two downstream stations (one chord-length and two chordlengths from the trailing-edge). In doing so the probe was kept in the quarter-span plane in the spanwise direction, rather than the mid-span plane (in order to avoid the proximity to the wing support). A typical example is shown in Figure 12 for α = 15° and Re = 48,700. The dominant frequency obtained from such measurements and spectra was averaged for at least 10 measurement locations.
The variation of the frequency of vortex shedding from the rigid wing (AR = 2) is added into Figure 11 . At high incidences, membrane vibrations occur in the mode/frequency that is closest to the first harmonic of the wake instability. The present results confirm the possibility of coupling of membrane oscillations for the rectangular wing with the wake instabilities. The variation of the Strouhal number for the two wings (AR = 1 and 2) are shown as a function of angle of attack in Figure 13 . Here we added available data from other investigations for different aspect ratios. Table 1 lists the aspect ratio, airfoil cross-section, maximum thickness-to-chord ratio, Reynolds number, and measurement station for these references. Also, the best curve-fit to the data for the two-dimensional thin airfoils (Equation (1)) is shown in Figure 13 with the dashed line. The data for the finite wings are remarkably close to this curve-fit and the effect of the aspect ratio appears to be negligible.
As the dashed line and the corresponding modified Strouhal number of 0.17 (in Equation (1)) come from the measurements for the rigid, thin, cambered airfoils (Rojratsirikul et al., 2009 ), it would be interesting to compare with the uncambered (symmetric) airfoils. Table 1 lists the previous work on flat-plate airfoils. Figure 14 compares the Strouhal number as a function of angle of attack from previous work. Again, it is seen that the modified Strouhal number is approximately 0.17 for two-dimensional flat-plate airfoils, and the effect of camber and thickness is small. for Re = 300 and 500. They interpreted this deviation from the two-dimensional case as the effects of three-dimensional wake dynamics and tip vortices. However, our data suggest that the Strouhal number of shedding frequency increases with Reynolds number. At reasonably high
Reynolds numbers (but still relevant to fixed wing micro air vehicles), we find that the shedding frequency is not affected by the aspect ratio. In Figure 15 , although the deviations from the average value of 0.17 are generally small, there is a consistent trend for all wings. A local minimum around α ≈ 14° and a local maximum around α ≈ 20° are visible. Further research into these aspects will be required in future work.
Conclusions
Flow-induced membrane vibrations were studied experimentally for a low aspect ratio evidence that at extremely low Reynolds numbers (few hundreds) this may not be valid. Table 1 Comparison of previous and present work on frequency of vortex shedding from rigid airfoils and wings. plate, Re=24 300; ○ AR=2, flat plate, Re=36 500; ◇ AR=2, flat plate, Re=48 700; ▲ AR=4, NACA0012, Re=10 000 (Calderon et al., 2010) ; • AR=10, NACA0012, Re=11 126 (Huang and Lin, 1995) ; ■ AR=10, NACA0012, Re=20 265 (Huang and Lin, 1995) ; ◆ AR=10, NACA0012,
